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 ‘After  serving  as  a  member  of  the

 steering  committee  for  the  SDS  fall

 action  for  about  three  weeks  with  Terry

 Robbins,  Kathy  Boudin,  Bernardine
 Dohrn,  and  the  three  national
 secretaries,  I  resigned  and  am

 action  independently  of  the  committee

 here  in  Los  Angeles.  Since  my
 resignation  there  has  been  much
 confusion,  much  rumor  mongering  and

 speculation  about  the  reasons  for  this

 break  with  the  NO  leadership  over  the

 action.  I  must  criticize  myself  for  not

 writing  this  sooner  and  clarifying  our

 differences.  I  felt  at  the  time  that  open

 ideological  struggle  around  the  action
 would  be  divisive  and  weaken  the  action.

 Because  of  recent  developments  in  the

 direction  of  the  action  as  well  as  in

 SDS  in  general  I  believe  now  that  some

 to  build  the  fall  action  in  a  way  that

 will  help  build  the  mass  anti-imperialist

 movement  in  the  US  and  aid  the  struggle

 of  the  Vietnamese  at  this  crucial  period.

 First,  let  me  say  that  I  would  not

 split  with  the  steering  committee  over  a

 tactical  disagreement  or  over

 leadership  has  broken  from  the  strategy

 and  tactics  which  were  passed  by  the

 National  Convention  in  Chicago.  As  one
 of  the  writers  of  the  resolution  TAKE

 THE  WAR  TO  THE  PEOPLE  AND

 issue),  I  believe  that  our  primary
 strategic  task  is  to  win  the  masses  of

 working  people  to  a  united  front
 movement  against  imperialism,  a
 movement  which  cannot  defeat

 main  component.

 The-  convention  resolution  made  it

 of  primary  importance  and  called  for

 related  the  war  to  the  oppression  and

 exploitation  of  working  people  in  this

 country.

 Since  the  best  ånswer  to  theoretical

 polemics  is  practice,  people  should  look
 at  the  two  articles  in  this  issue  on

 Denver  and  Detroit,  to  find  out  what

 really  is  happening  with  the  National

 Action  and  adventurist,  elitist,  sectarian

 '

 seems  necessary  to  reply  to  some  of

 Klonsky’s  most  outstanding  and
 outlandish  points.

 Klonsky  gives  three  basic  political
 reasons  for  why  the  conception  of  the

 National  Action  being  implemented
 throughout  the  country  is  wrong:

 (1)  He  claims  that  a  militant,
 aggressive,  Śanti-imperialist  action
 will  not  build  the  “United  Front  Against

 Imperialism’,  supposedly  the  political
 conception  approved  by  the  Convention

 in  June,  and  the  one  Klonsky  himself
 subscribes  to.  It  is  true  that  this  action

 will  not  build  a  “united  front  against

 imperialism”.  However,  it  is  neither
 true  that  such  a  conception  was
 approved  by  the  Convention,  nor  that

 such  a  conception  is  in  any  way  correct.

 By  a  “united  front”,  we  assume  Klonsky
 means  (“assume’”’  because  he  nor
 anyone  has  ever  been  able  to  make
 sense  out  of  it)  an  “anti-imperialist”

 alliance  of  workers,  students,  the  petit

 bourgeoisie,  and  some  sort  of  national

 bourgeoisie,  leading  to  the  joint  rule  of
 these  groups  and  classes  in  some  kind

 of  twilight  zone  between  the  destruction

 of  the  imperialist  class  and  socialism.

 This  is  pure  dogmatism,  applying  the

 lessons  and  strategy  of  the  anti-colonial
 revolutions  in  China  and  Vietnam  to  the

 imperialist  mother  country...and  what

 this  “united  front”  means  concretely  in

 practice  is  that  we  should  involve
 everyone  we  can  possible  get  to  walk

 in  a  peaceful  anti-war  protest  and  call  it

 “anti  -imperialism”.

 This  is  a  line  that  we  thought  had

 died  even  before  the  Pentagon,  when

 people  began  digging  that  anti-war
 marches  weren’t  enough—even  for  the

 working  class—and  that  the  movement

 had  to  develop  a  strategy  to  fight  and

 to  win,  not  just  to  walk  around  the

 block.  And  further,  the  only  political

 around  the  National  Action

 There  has  long  been  a  myth  in  this

 country  of  the  “bought-off”  working

 class  in  the  US,  fat  and  happy  and
 living  comfortably  off  the  riches  stolen

 from  the  oppressed  peoples  of  Asia,

 Africa,  and  Latin  America.  This  myth

 of  the  affluent  working  class  has  been

 pushed  by  rich  people  in  this  country

 in  order  to  pacify  potentially  insurgent

 forces.  It  is  a  myth  that  all  too  often

 student  movement  especially  on  the  big

 university  campuses  and  mostly  by
 students  who  had  never  experienced  the

 day  to  day  oppression  of  working  people

 in  this  country.  It  is  a  myth  which  must

 be  destroyed  if  we  are  ever  going  to

 be  able  to  bring  the  war  to  the  masses
 of  people  in  this  country  and  show  them

 that  it  is  not  in  any  way  in  their
 interest,  either  in  the  short  run  or  in

 the  long  run.  Working  people,  black,

 white,  and  brown,  suffer  from
 imperialism  and  the  war  in  a  thousand

 ways.  Often  false  consciousness  has  led

 them  to  support  the  war  both  in  uniform

 on  the  front  line  and  on  the  job  (loading
 ships,  building  missiles,  etc...)
 However,  it  is  plain  that  whenever  they

 have  done  this,  they  have  suffered  as

 they  have  never  suffered  before.

 To  date  there  has  been  no  literature

 produced  by  the  NO  that  relates  tothe

 war  in  this  way  or  that  explains  the

 action  to  working  people  in  an  attempt

 to  win  them  to  it.  Now,  itis  clear  that
 even  if  we  did  the  best  we  could  in  this

 direction,  and  even  though  most  of  the

 working  people  in  this  country  are
 opposed  to  the  war,  we  still  would  not

 bring  thousands  of  workers  to  the
 action,  We  still  must  rely  on  youth,

 mostly  students,  as  the  bulk  of  the

 anti  -imperialist  movement.  This  is  in

 part  because  workers  have  much  more
 to  lose  (jobs,  etc...)  as  well  as  to  gain

 by  joining  the  anti-imperialist
 moyement.  We  must  win  their
 confidence  by  struggling  with  them  for

 their  just  needs  (decent  wages,  housing,

 equality  for  women  and  for  national

 minorities,  etc...)  We  must  show  them

 that  we  are  on  their  side,  that  we  are

 serious,  that  we  are  prepared  to  fight

 this  struggle  through  to  the  end,  and

 kids  out  to  serve  ourselves.  It  is  also

 the  case  that  the  student  movement  in

 the  past  has  encouraged  individualism

 and  empiricism  (paying  attention  only  to

 what  is  in  motion  now,  not  having  a

 strategic  approach),  and  has  rejected
 Marxism-Leninism,  the  only  ideology

 that  can  lead  workers  to  power.
 In  the  mass  issue  of  NLN  there  is

 a  story  on  the  “Motor  City  9”.  These
 SDSers  from  Detroit  went  into  a

 Junior  College,  having  done  no  previous

 work  there,  walked  into  a  classroom,

 and  barricaded  the  doors  during  a  final

 exam,  and  allegedly  proceeded  to  use

 the  karate  which  they  had  learned
 during  their  summer  in  Detroit  to  beat

 up  students  who  were  male  chauvinist,

 racist,  or  simply  couldn’t  dig  the  line

 they  were  running  down.  The  students
 then  turned  them  in  to  the  pigs.

 Actions  such  as  these,  which  the
 national  leadership  sees  as
 “exemplary”,  should  be  fought  against.

 Militancy  should  be  encouraged  and  so

 should  the  will  to  fight  the  enemy.

 However  the  working  class  must  be  won

 over  with  patience  and  not  arrogance.
 We  must  also  realize  that  students
 from  Ann  Arbor  can  also  learn  much

 from  working-class  youth  at  McComb

 as  infected  as  they  might  be  with
 chauvinism.

 On  Thursday,  October  9,  the  NO  has
 called  for  an  “attack  on  the  schools”

 which  means  that  demonstrators  will

 mass  outside  one  of  the  working-class
 high  schools  in  Chicago  and  yell  “Jail

 Break”  and  then  invade  the  school
 “freeing”  the  imprisoned  students.  On

 Wednesday  the  action  called  for  is  a

 “məmorial  to  Che  Guevara”.  On  Friday

 an  attack  on  the  courts  under  the  slogan
 “SHUT  DOWN  THE  COURTS”,

 Out  of  all  the  talk  and  planning  two

 different  lines  are  emerging.  The  two
 lines  are  characterized  by  the  two.
 major  positions  put  forth  at  the
 convention,  “Weatherman”  and  “RYM

 1I”.  The  position  put  forth  by  RYM  I,

 the  position  I  hold  to,  says  that  we

 struggle  around  reforms  and  raise
 anti-imperialist  consciousness  in  the
 struggle.

 “The  anti-imperialist  youth  movement

 must  serve  the  people.  That  means  it

 must  enter  into  the  struggles  of  the

 people  and  help  them  to  win.”

 This  is  a  key  part  of  building  the

 anti-imperialist  movement.  At  this
 point  there  are  no  proletarian
 organizations  in  the  country  ać¢tively

 supporting  the  action.  In  Chicago,  the

 Panthers,  the  Young  Lords,  and  the
 Patriots  have  all  rejected  the  actions

 in  part  because  the  program  does  not

 speak  to  the  needs  of  the.people  they

 work  with.  These  groups  get  the
 impression  that  SDS  does  not  care
 about  the  day  to  day  needs  of  the  people

 but  simply  is  trying  to  use  them  to  build

 their  own  thing.

 RYM  II  puts  forth  the  program  of

 raising  struggles  around  demands  to
 transform  the  institutions  to  serve  the

 program  “The  Schools  Must  Serve  the

 People”  in  Austin.  In  this  program

 resulted  in  the  solid  defeat  of  the
 paragraph  in  the  Action  resolution
 calling  for  a  United  Front.  So  much  for
 lie  number  one.

 (2)  The  second  political  pillar  of
 Klonsky’s  attack  is  the  belief  that  the

 main  strategy  of  SDS  should  be  to
 organize  workers  around  their  own
 exploitation  and  to  link  that  exploitation
 to  the  Vietnam  war.  Such  a  belief

 _completely  rejects  the  need  for  a
 fighting,  anti  -  imperialist  youth
 movement,  which  itself  not  only  raises

 the  issue  of  imperialism,  but  also
 sħows  people  how  to  fight  back  (in  a

 way  that  leafleting  at  a  factory  gate

 never  can),

 provides  material  support  to  the
 vanguard  struggles  of  Third  World
 peoples  for  national  liberation.

 “According  to  Klonsky,  working  people

 in  no  way  have  an  -interest  in
 imperialism,  “either  in  the  short  run

 or  in  the  long  run”.  This  particular

 piece  of  dogmatism  ignores  the  reality

 of  the  material  basis  for  both  patriotism

 and  racism  within  the  working  class  of

 the  mother  country.  Its  result  is  a
 movement  which  does  not  stress  the

 fight  against  white  supremacy  and
 national  supremacy,  but  instead  gets

 bogged  down  in  reformism  and  rhetoric.

 There  are  two  sides  to  the  position

 of  white  mother  country  workers,  First

 is  the  aspect  of  exploitation  and
 oppression  due  to  their  being  workers.

 But  second,  and  at  times  the  dominating

 force  in  their  consciousness,  is  the
 privilege  that  white  workers  receive
 from  imperialism.  How  can  it  be  said

 that  workers  IN  NO  WAY  benefit  from

 imperialism,  even  in  the  short  run,
 when  a  worker  owes  his  skilled  job  to

 the  fact  that  blacks  are  excluded?  Or

 his  relative  security  from  heavy
 repression  to  the  fact  that  he  is  not

 fighting  on  the  side  of  black  people  and

 the  people  of  the  Third  World  ?  If  people

 are  not  given  an  understanding  of  the

 fact  that  the  fight  against  imperialism

 will  be  a  long-range  fight,  that  in  the

 short  run  they  will  have  to  give  up

 their  privileges  under  imperialism,
 then  why  will  people  risk  the  massive

 repression  that  will  be  brought  against

 any  truly  revolutionary  internationalist

 movement  in  the  short  run,  or  risk

 being  fired  during  the  struggle  for  black

 self-determination  and  equality  in  the

 shops  ?

 Short-run  privilege  has  always  been
 the  basis  of  false  consciousness  (not
 just  bad  ideas,  as  Klonsky,  along  with

 PL,  implies).  The  position  of  relative

 privilege  must  be  taken  into  account,

 explained,  and  fought  by  any  truly
 revolutionary  movement.

 What  we  have  tried  to  do  in  the

 National  Action  is  to  apply  SDS’s
 Revolutionary  Youth  Movement  strategy

 by  building  among  working  class  youth,

 stressing  concrete  support  for  the
 vanguard  of  the  world-wide  struggle,

 the  Vietnamese,  black  and  brown,  and

 World  peoples.
 Anti-imperialism  is  one  key,  not  a
 peripheral  issue  tacked  on  to  immediate

 reform  demands  of  any  workers  you  can

 come  in  contact  with,  The  other  key  is

 building  a  movement  that  fights,  not  just

 talks  about  fighting.  The  aggressiveness,

 seriousness,  and  toughness  of  militant

 UP  y

 struggle  will  attract  vast  numbers  of

 working  class  youth,  as  did  the  Chicago

 demonstration  last  year—and  it  is  the

 concrete  way  that  white  people  reject

 white-skin  privilege.  By  taking  risks.

 By  actually  siding  with  the  people  of

 the  world.  This  year  our  action  will  be

 even  better—because  of  clearer,  more

 out  front  politics  and  a  higher  level  of

 struggle.  (As  for  Klonsky’s  charge  that

 we  haven’t  produced  any  literature  that

 talks  about  the  oppression  and
 exploitation  of  workers,  he  should  read

 through  the  “Bring  the  War  Home”

 shotgun  or  the  “Occupation  Troops  Out”

 shotgun  before  he  makes  that  charge

 again.  Lie  number  two.)

 (3)  The  third  element  in  Klonsky’s

 strategy  is  complete  and  total
 reformism,.  '  “We  .must  win  their
 confidence  by  struggling  with  them  (the

 workers)  for  their  just  needs  (decent

 housing,  wages,  equality  for  women  and

 national  minorities,  etc.)...”  There  are

 two  fundamental  errors  in  this  notion.

 The  first  is  around  Klonsky’s  failure
 to  distinguish  a  strategy  for  the  colony

 from  a  strategy  for  the  mother  country.

 The  black  liberation  struggle  makes
 demands  for  community  control  of
 police  in  black  communities,  black
 studies  programs,  etc.  These,  however,

 are  not  simply  “reform”  demands—
 they  are  demands  for  self-determination,

 for  liberation  from  imperialism,  They

 are  demands  to  get  the  imperialists  out

 of  the  colony.  As  such  they  are  clearly

 progressive  and  go  way  beyond  a
 reformist  program,

 The  same  is  not  the  case  in  the
 mother  country.  Here  the  just  struggles

 of  the  people  do  not  necessarily  raise

 consciousness  or  build  a  revolutionary

 movement.  Much  to  the  contrary,  they
 often  obscure  the  differences  between

 the  colony  and  the  mother  country,

 obscure  white-skin  privilege,  obscure

 continued  on  nage  6
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 klonsky
 continued  from  page  2

 we  demanded  such  things  as.  an  end  to

 tracking,  an  end  to  racist  ideology,  etc.
 Now  if  the  schools  shut  down  in  the

 process  of  struggling  to  change  them,

 that  is  one  thing.  Our  demands  cannot

 be  simply  “Shut  Down  the  Schools”  or

 “Jail  Break”.  First  of  all,  the  high
 school  kids  don’t  need  us  to  break  out

 of  school.  They  are  going  to  school
 (“bourgeois”  as  they  are)  to  get  a  job.

 Until  they  see  alternatives  to  that,  any

 attempt  to  shut  down  the  schools  attacks

 working  people.  We  must  first  expose
 the  class  nature  of  the  schools  and
 make  the  people  see  the  lies  being  run

 down  on  them.  Likewise,  we  aid  welfare

 mothers  not  just  to  “smash  the  state”,

 but  also  to  get  their  welfare  rights.
 The  “Weathermen”  on  the  other  hand

 have  rejected  struggles  for  democratic

 rights,  saying  that  they  only  increase

 the  “privilege”  of  the  workers.  At  the

 NIC,  they  characterized  such  struggles

 as  “serve  the  people  shit”.  This  is
 because  the  line  they  hold  to  says  that

 the  working  class  benefits  from
 imperialism  because  they  share  in  the

 is  similar  to  PL,  who  won’t  fight  to

 open  up  the  schools  because  winning  this

 reform  would  only  make  the  blacks
 more  bourgeois.

 For  this  fall  action  to  be  successful,

 we  must  make  it  relevant  to  the  masses

 of  people  in  this  ĉountry.  Our  approach

 should  be  one  of  transforming  the  mass

 discontent  with  the  war  into  action,  not

 just  on  the  part  of  the  elite
 revolutionaries,  but  mass  action.  We
 must  present  a  program  of  action  so

 that  we  can  win  proletarian
 organizations  such  as  the  Panthers,
 Lords,  etc.  to  help  build  it.  Read  the

 latest  poster  turned  out  by  the  NO  (in
 the  centerfold  of  the  mass  issue  of  NLN)

 and  see  if  workers  or  for  that-  matter

 anyone  but  college  students  could  relate

 to  it.  Its  basic  theme  is  thatimperialism

 kills  lots  of  people  Ęmoralism)  and  does

 not  in  any  way  relate  the  war  to  the
 needs  of  the  people.

 The  break  came  in  the  form  of  a

 debate  over  a  proposed  article
 publicizing  the  action.  One  of  the

 Bill  Ayers,  Education  Secretary

 matter  of  principle  (they  claim  that  the

 “old  Mobe.  leadership  were  basically
 good  but  made  some  mistakes  just  like

 us”).  At  the  same  time  that  they
 attacked  my  criticism  of  the  old
 leadership,  the  NO  has  completely  split

 with  the  Mobe  organization,  who  are  now

 also  not  supporting  the  action.  This
 liberalism  toward  revisionistleadership

 on  the  one  hand  and  -strong  sectarianism

 on  the  other  are  ‘simply  two  sides  to
 the  contradiction  that  is  the  Weatherman

 line.

 Now  many  people  around  the  country,

 reácting  to  the  sectarianism  and  the

 adventurism  of  the  leadership  and  the

 fact  that  they  have  broken  from  the

 program  put  forth  at  the  convention,

 have  become  angered  and  frustrated  to

 the  point  of  not  working  hard  enough

 to  build  the  action.  We  must  not  give

 up  the  action  but  should  instead  wage

 an  internal  struggle  to  build  the  action

 in  a  revolutionary  direction.  We  must

 unite  all  those  who  can  be  united,  wage

 internal  struggle,  and  not  let  the  action

 turn  into  an  ego  trip  on  the  part  of

 a  few  ‘super  revolutionaries”.  Aside
 from  not  aiding  the  struggle  of  the

 Vietnamese  or  building  the  mass
 anti-imperialist  movement  in  this
 country,  the  line  and  program  of  the

 Weatherman  can  only  strengthen  PL,

 who  are  banking  on  a  big  flop  around
 the  action.

 Also  at  this  point,  no  propaganda  or

 literature  or  programs  directed  at  GIs

 have  been  turned  out  by  the  NO,  At
 this  time  there  are  massive  rebellions

 going  on  in  forts  throughout  this  country
 as  well  as  in  Vietnam.  We  must  see

 relating  to  these  struggles  as  a  primary
 task  at  this  time,

 RYM  II  in  Chicago  are  writing  a
 oamphlet,  “The  War  and  the  Workers”,

 trying  to  build  rallies  in  working  class

 communities  which  people  have  been

 working  in  for  some  period  of  time,

 building  boycotts  of  the  high  schools,

 tying  spontaneous  struggles  going  on  in

 these  schools  to  the  war  and  repression

 in  the  ghetto  and  trying  to  bring  working

 people  contacted  during  strike  support

 action  to  the  mass  march  on  Saturday
 the  1ith.

 In  the  various  cities  throughout  the

 country,  meetings  should  be  called  with

 every  group  that  can  bë  won  to  the

 anti-imperialist  struggle,  especially
 working  class  organizations,  This  is  the

 way  the  action  can  be  built,  relying  on

 the  people  and  not  just  ourselves,  and

 serving  the  people,  not  just  ourselves.

 National  Office:  1608  West  Madison,  Chicago,  Illinois  60612  (312-666-3874)
 Atlanta:  Box  77012,  Station  C,  Atlanta,  Georgia  30309  (404-522-0595)
 Chicago:  701  West  Armitage,  Chicago,  Illinois  60614  (312-642-3015)
 Michigan:  Post  Office  Box  8316,  Detroit,  Michigan  48213  (no  telephone)
 New  England:  34  Fairmont  Avenue,  Cambridge,  Massachusetts  (617-354-5049)
 New  Jersey:  Box  376-C,  Newark,  New  Jersey  07101  (no  telephone)
 New  Orleans:  POB  4035,  Carrolton  Station,  New  Orleans  70118  (no  telephone)

 New  York  City:  133  Prince,  New  York,  New  York  10012  (212-674-8310)
 Niagara:  308  Stewart  Avenue,  Ithaca,  New  York  14850  (607-273-0535)
 Northern  California:  345  Franklin,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  94102  (415-621-8971)
 Northern  Ohio:  1643  Belmar,  Cleveland,  Ohio  44118  (no  telephone)
 Northwest:  4126  Roosevelt  Way  Northeast,  Seattle,  Washington  (206-632-2463)

 Southern  Ohio:  1706  1/2  Summit,  Columbus,  Ohio  (614-794-3975)
 Southern  California:  Box  85396,  Los  Angeles,  California  90072  (no  telephone)

 Washington  DC:  2327  18th  Street  NW,  Washington  DC  20009  (202-332-7183)

 We  are  trying  to  schedule  fall  speaking  tours  for  the
 national  secretaries  and  national  action  staff  members
 at  this  time.  Chapters  that  want  an  n.o.  speaker  in
 September-October  should  write  or  call  us  immediately.

 internationalism.  The  history  of
 revolutionary  struggle  in  this  country
 has  been  a  history  of  white  people
 fighting  their  “just  struggles”  at  the

 expense  of  solidarity  and  material
 support  to  black  and  brown  people  and

 to  the  oppressed  people  of  the  world.

 How  does  a  wage  fight  challenge  a
 worker’s  support  of  the  war?  How  does

 decent  housing  for  the  white  working

 class  challenge  white  supremacy,  when

 the  reality  of  this  country  is  that  itis

 predominantly  black  people  who  live  in

 slums,  when  itis  predominantly  black

 people  who  have  bad  jobs  or  who  are

 black  people  who  fill  the  prisons  and

 jails,  victims  of  the  racist  repression
 of  the  state  ?

 This  is  not  to  say  that  there  are  no

 “just”  struggles  of  the  people.  It  is  to

 say  that  the  most  important  struggle  of

 the  people  in  tħe  mother  country  is  that

 of  making  the  revolution—and  not  just

 a  revolution  for  them,  but  for  the  people
 of  the  whole  world.

 -  If  winning  people’s  confidence  means

 fighting  with  them  in  struggles  that  do

 not  forward  the  revolution,  then  that
 “confidence”  is  worthless  and  the  time

 spent  on  it  wasted.  :
 The  second  …error  in  Klonsky’s

 assertion  is  that  it  implies  that  we
 CANNOT  win  people’s  confidence  by
 fighting  imperialism,  That  we  mustfirst

 prove  to  people  that  we  like  them,  and

 are  nice  people.  Revolution,  Mao
 reminds  us,  is  not  a  dinner  party,  and

 the  ties  to  revolutionary  struggle
 between  the  people  had  better  not  be

 simply  because  we’re  “nice”—but
 because  we  are  fighting  the  enemy,  and

 holding  a  strategy  that  can  win.  The

 “serve  the  people”  strategy,  by
 assuming  that  white  people  cannot  be

 won  to  anti-imperialism  because  of  the

 content  of  the  revolution,  but  only  by

 some  magical  acts  of  trickery,  is  a
 strategy  to  lose.  The  same  strategy  as

 the  old  “ERAP”  projects,  where
 organizers  served  the  people  by  hiding

 their  politics,  never  challenged  the
 consciousness  of  the  people,  and  never

 made  it  possible  for.  the  people  tc
 change  ;  through  struggle.  It  is  also,  in

 many  ways,  the  strategy  of  the  Worker

 Student  Alliance,  where  students  join  in

 the  struggles  of  workers  to  prove  that

 “we’re  not  just  a  bunch  of  rich  kids

 out  to  serve  ourselves”  (from  Klonsky’s

 article),  along  with  the  dogmatic
 idealization  of  the  white  working  class

 and  rejection  of  the  primacy  of
 anti  -  imperialism.  Who  does  an
 anti  -  imperialist  youth  _  movement
 serve?  Rich  kids.
 If  we  are  really  engaging  in

 anti-imperialost  struggle,  the  question

 of  who  we  are  serving  will  be  clear—

 the  people  of  the  whole  world,  including

 the  American  working  class.  And  we

 serve  them,  as  well  as  ourselves,  by

 building  a  movement  engaged  in
 concrete  struggle  in  support  of  national

 liberation  for  oppressed  peoples,
 a  movement  oriented  toward  power  for

 the  oppressed  people  ofÕ.the  whole world.  :  :
 Klonsky’s  attack  on  the  Macomb

 action  in  Detroit,  as  well  as  his  charges

 of  our  failings  in  relation  to  other
 “proletarian”  orgarızations,  both  stem

 from  the  errors  of  the  United  Front,

 Serve  the  People  strategy.  With  the

 Macomb  action,  he  fails  to  see  the  value

 of  challenging  the  students  about  the

 bullshit  they’re  being  fed  in  school,  as

 well  as  the  value  of  challenging  and

 undercutting  the  teacher’s  role  as  an

 authority.  Equally  important,  he  misses
 the  entire  thrust  of  the  world-wide

 women’s  liberation  struggle:  becoming

 a  fighting  force  against  imperialism,

 In  terms  of  other  proletarian
 organizations,  he  fails  to  critically
 evaluate  the  position  of  the  Young
 Patriots  (see  last  week’s  NLN),  as  well

 as  failing  to  recognize  that,  because  of

 the  separate  nature  of  the  black
 liberation  struggle,  as  well  as  the
 different  levels  of  struggle,  it  is
 appropriate  for  the  Panthers  and  Lords

 not  to  engage  in  the  National  Action—

 but  to  build  the  struggle  for  liberation
 in  the  colony,  while  we  engage  in  the

 strategy  for  revolution  in  the  mother

 country.

 Finally,  Klonsky’s  break  with  the
 National  Action  staff  did  not  come  only
 over  his  ad-hominem  attack  on  the
 leadership  of  the  Mobe—  that  they  were

 people  “who  only  wanted  to  hold  the

 world  together  long  enough  to  spend

 their  money”.  Before  he  left  we  engaged

 in  struggle  around  the  entire  conception

 of  the  action.  Klonsky  argued  for  a

 one-day  march,  organizing  for  the
 action  through  a  “united  front”,  and

 limiting  the  overall  militancy  of  the

 action  itself.  In  essence,  Klonsky’s  plan

 was  to  replace  the  old  United  Front

 (MOBE)  by  building  a  new  United  Front

 with  the  same  tactics,  and`essentially

 the  same  politics,  and  naming  it
 “anti-imperialist”.

 And  here’s  where  the  attack  on  the

 MOBE  comes  in.  If  yowre  doing
 approximately  the  same  thing
 revisionists  are  doing,  you  have  to  do

 something  to  show  that  you’re  not  the

 MOBE  or  the  CP,  So  you  spend  a  lot  of

 time  attacking  them,  The  National
 Action  staff,  on  the  other  hand,
 guaranteed  that.  revisionist  politics
 would  not  define  the  action  by  allowing

 the  MOBE  in  only  if  they  agreed  with

 our  slogans  and  tactics.  They  refused,

 so  they  spiit.  -
 In  the  end,  practice  will  prove  what’s

 what.  Klonsky  should  go  out  and  hold

 rallies  in  working-class  neighborhoods,

 and  Weatherman  people  should  continue

 organizing  a  fighting  anti-imperialist

 working  class  youth  movement.  Enough
 said.
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